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Dettre: Educational Consumership and Tomorrow's Schools
Unless those \vho hold that schools have value identify
nlore effective \-.·ays of getting the best id<>.as into p1acti<:e in
the least "''<1.~teful time, the chances are thatlsschoo \viii not
change <ttvarns
all, ..
this thoughtful essayist. Every c,oncerned
" the necessary skisllan d
eck1cator, he sug,_lies1s, rl'luSt develop
understandings. to oper<1te as a skilled consuroer of proposed
ideas. fo1change in educatio1l." He offets pr~1ctical guidel ines.

educational
consumership and
tomorrow's schools
By John R. Dettre

i
As we look ahead to developing
"schools
for tomorrow: '
we are confronted by a bask problem recently indicated by
James Cass, Educati on Editor of the Saturday Review/World
fnagazine, when he observed, "The creative i nvolvement that
goes into the develop1
v
r1ent
. of ne.. programs is seldo1n
dupli cated by those who would reproduce them:··1 Cass
seen1s to suggest the existence of two different groups as \\•ell
as two different tasks in the process of producing useful
changes in educat ion.
The purpose here is to identify and describe some of the
\vould
v.1ho
reproduce innovations
ac tivi t ies i n which those
must engage if the best innovations are to becorr1e
mean ingful parts of future programs. In essence, the focus of
the thoughts t hat fol low is on developing a kind oi
" educatio nal consumership" i n relation to proposed program
innovations.

PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS2
In order to deal with the notion of "educational consu
one n1ust be \v'illing to give some credence to a
mership,"
number of basic propositions related to the current process
of bringi ng about educational change:
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1\;lexico
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graduate
at
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published by INTEXT. As both a program developer or
p toducer from the college level and as a consumer of ideas
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i n tr<1nslating the ideas from the one level into practica
l
programs at the other level.
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1. The actual devel opment of ideas for change i n education
usually takes p l ace (}\\'ay fro1n the location \vhere t he ideas
will need to be adopted and i mplemented . That is, ideas
are the end product of the efforts in regional Jabs, federally
funded study co1nn
l i ssions, college
and university
research, foundation-supported research, etc.
2. Those doi ng the initiating and structuri ng of proposed
i r)novations are se
l dom a part of the formal system
wherein the ideas must be implemented. Those engaged in
development are di rectly associated with other agencies
involved in qther pursuits of an educat·
l iona nature.
3. The nel resul t is t he emergence and coexistence of t\\'O
di stinct but d ifferent groups i nvolved i n the total process
of bringi ng i nnovations into actual use in education:
a. A producer group seeking to generate ideas leading to
formal proposal s designed to assist those at t he
operational levels i n education in the pursuit of t heir
goals.
b. A consumer group in search of ideas they can adopt and
implement that wi II improve their ability to fulfi II the
expectations pl aced upon them by t he supporting society ..
EDUCATIONAL CONSIOERA TIONS, Vol. /,No. 2, Fall 1973
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DEVELORSHIP
PING
VE CONSU
EFFECTI

4. Given the existence of both 11roups w ithin the total process
of change in education and accepting their respective
functions and accountabi
In
lation lity
re
to producing
programmatic innovations, the responsibility and final
accountabilit for success or failure of ideas falls squarely
on the consumer grou 1>, for it 1s their ultimate decisions
with relation to J>roposed innovations which will determine which ini>ovalions are selected for use in the
schools.
S. Accepting the critical role and final accountability of the
consumer group, it would seem to follow that more formal
attention should be given to the development of skills and
understanding needed by the consumers to insure that the
most useful innovations are selected for inclusion in the
on-going process of education at the operational level.
6. As such, the concern is with developing an improved
"educational consumership" on the part of those being
asked to select the "best" innovations from among
numerous proposed innovations presented to them.

ME

One way to locate pro1>erly the activi ties involved in the
achievement
of changes in education is to visual i>.e a simple
y
model based on a kind of productio11-consumptlon cycle.
Such a model is shown below.
As a process, the model suggests that change involves
a
series of steps or stages:
1. Someone perceives a discrepancy in some educational
state of affairs presently in existence. (The discrepancy is
identified as such because of a real or assumed difference
between what one expects to be happening and what one
believes is happening.)
2. The perceiver translates the discrepancy into a basis for
developing some kind of response through a production
process involving exploration and construction activitie.s.
3. Having constructed and advertised the proposed idea,
those who are asked to include it in their program so
through a process of inspecting the proposal (including
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possibly negotiations with the producer) which w illld ea to
a decision to accept the orig
i nal proposal, to accept a
modified version of it, or to reject it.

4. Given a decision to accept the original proposal or a
modified version of the original, those needing to make

the pror•osal operational are faced with the necess
i
ty of
properly incoq)orating the innovation into their total
program so as to maximize its potential without detracting

from the producti vity of other parts of the program already
in operation.

5. The end result is a changed st ate of affairs wherein the
original c:ondition or activity is altered, modified, or even

deleted with an acceptable substi tution made.
In moving tovvard irnproved "educational consumership,"
the primary focus is on understanding those steps and stages
involved in thoroughly inspecti ng a proposed change
because the quality of the decision made w ill be directl y
proportional to the quali ty of the inspection made. And,
\vhile improved "consumership" is dependent on a better

understanding of other parts oi the change process, i.e., an
understanding of what the producer group does in
developing innovations that w ill be proposed to the consumers, the attention here will be restricted solel y to the
eHorts of the consumers in inspecti ng proposed innovations.

Subjective Inspection. Each of us responds to a proposal
using self as a starting point. Such responses are w holly
subjective, but they do occur and they occur first before we
respond either to the substance of the proposal or the
si tuation it affects. The following represent a kind of core of
subjec tivi ty that guide the first steps taken in inspecting a
orooosed innovation:

.
I

1. Affectiv ity, or the value systems, attitudes, beliefs, and
opinions held by the inspector at the time he or she first
encounters the proposal.
l . The experiences each inspecting individual has had with
simila
r
in novations in the past. (Bad experiences will
produce negative feelings \Vhile good experiences \¥ill

produce positive feelings.)
3. The level of skill development the inspector possesses in
relatio
n

to the demands perceived in the innovation.

(Unfortunately, the advanced 1)l1blicity for an innovation
rnay rely too heavily on sloganeering or "catch \\10rds"

which belie the level of skill really nee<fed by a consumer.)
4. The image the consumer has of the producer of the
pro1>0sal.
5. The consumer's state of being at the time he first encounters the proposal.
6 . The tin1 ing
l invo ved in terrns of \vhen the consu1ner first

The Consumer At Work
lhe work of the consumer begins when a proposed change
is brought to his/ her attention. For example, an idea
proposed in a journal, a paper read at a n1eeti ng, a speech

given i11 a "vOrkshop, a de1nonstration, or the presentation of
an idea through the various printed med ia such as pamphlets
,
brochures, and circulars may serve to n1ake the consun1er

aware of the existence of an idea. Assuming the medium used
for dissem ination has done its job - peopte are positi
l y ve
attracted tov1tard an idea-it then becon1es necessary for
those considering the idea to inspect it.
In inspection, a consumer should plan to engage in three
distinct phases and should understand that they occur in
sequence. Insp
ection first involves a subjective consideration
of the idea. This phase is followed by a form of substantive
inspection. The final phase deals \vith situational factors. The

consumer should understand that the inspection will not
occur in isolation but will take place while varying kinds and
degrees of influence are exerted . Some forms of influence
will ernanate from the task environn1ent \Vhilf? others \vi ii

come from the interpersonal environment that surrounds the
inspector. For example~ time availelab

to give an idea serious

comes in contact wi th the proposal.
7. The set ting or place wherein the consumer makes the
initial contact with the innovation.
8 . The complexity perceived in the innovation by the con-

sumer. (In education, i t is almost an axiom that the higher
the degree of percei ved complexity
,
hence perceived
demands on the consumer, the lower the rate and number

of approvals.)
9. The nature and quality of the information provided for the
potential consumer at the time of ini tial contact. (Another
axiom suggests that the more volum inous and the more
abstract the quantity of inforfnation
nted
re
1> se
in support
of a proposed innovation the lo\ver the rate and nurnber of

adoptions.)
lize rea
The consumer should

that an initial response that is

subjective is qu ite norn) al and, if understood for \vhat it is,

may promote a more objective inspection of a proposal in
the next t\'•'O phases. Conversely, an un\vil lingness to adm it
that one does engage in subjective treatn1ents of proposals

first tends to result in the creation of artificial rationales for
dealing w ith a proposal and may generate all kinds of hidden

consideration manifests itself as a kind of pressure, hence

agenda that serve to keep consumers from openly assessing

iniluence,
a part
as
of the task environment. Or, in the case of
th e~ interpersonal environme
nt,
the .congruence or lack of
similaritv of basic values among those individuals considering the proposal \\•ill serve as positive or negative kinds

proposals in terms of their stated substance, form, and

of influence. The consumer should be prepared to accept the
presence of varyi ng kinds of influence but should not permi t
them to become disruptive. Part of the potentially disruptive
aspects of influence can be controlled by the kind of
procedures and policies established for conducting the inspection of a proposal.
4
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direction.

Substantive Inspection. In conducting the substantive
inspection of a proposal, the consumer should plan to engage
in two di fferent but related activities:
1. Exa,nination:
a. The consumer should examine thoroughly the language
used to define, delimit, and cjescribe the proposal.
EDUCATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
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b. The consu1ner shouId examine the general as "'ell as the
speci fi c objectives indi cated for the proposal.
c. The consumer should exa1ni ne the precise nature of the
data used to provide the rationale for the proposal.
d. The consumer shouldlyze
ana
and understand the
nature of the process and steps provided for converting
from the present state of affairs to the ne\v position.

2. Estimation:

,

a. The consun1er must develop an overall estimate of the
accuracy of the information ~>resented .
b. The consumer must determ ine the real level of intelligence and skill required to deal fully with the
proposal.
c. The consumer niust be able to develop
iry
li
a pre 1n na
estimate of the real J)Otential of the proposal, given hi s or
her set of circumstances.
d. The consumer must determine the relati ve kinds of
certainty-uncertai nty (risks) confronting those attempting
to incorporate the proposal.
A proposal must be met head-on and it is the consumer's
responsibility to insure that a proposal addresses itself to a
number of things: (a) objectives, (b) veri fiable data, (c)
understandable language, (d) descriptions of steps to be
taken in converting from the existing state of affairs to the
substance of the proposal, (e) the risks involved, and (f)
definitive descriptions of real ski lls and understandings
required of those who would implement the proposal. All of
this clearly implies that consumers cannot possibly hope to
make a substantive inspection of a proposa
l in one or t\l\'O
short meetings after school, and the foregoing should serve to
suggest that wi thout the basic knowledge and ski lls implied
in (a) through (f) above, there will not be a meaningful in·
s~ction of a proposa
l.
One final note on conducting the substantive inspection.
Whi le items (a) through (f) above should be provided for by
the producers of J)roposals, the fact remains that some
producers do not regard al I of these areas as their responsibility. It behooves the consumer, therefore, to establish
criteria for rnaking such a thorough substantive inspection
and to insist that the producer supply the necessary i n·
formation . It is of littl
e or no consolation to consu1ners to
blame producers for omissions after a proposal has been
approved and starts rnalfun
ctioning
because of the
omissions. After al I, the supporting society does not hold the
producer account<Jble in any di rect sense. It is the consu1ner
\vho mu.st answer the question of '''hy the omissions \\•ere not
identified and corrected before final sroval
app
'''a
given .

Situational lnspP.crion . It is possible that in some cases the
inspection may not proceed beyond a substantive inspection .
A proposal, for
le, examp
may be judged as unacceptable
because the goals are unclear or the processes to be em·
ployed are not identified so those implementing the proposal
knO
'hat
\\ "'·
is needed in terms of training or experience. But if
a proposal passes the first two phases, there still i s a need for
the consumer to look at a proposal from a situational point of
FALL ·1973
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vie1iv. Refere11ce here is to such things as the proposal in
relation to:

a. the actual numbers within the program that will be affected by the change
;
b. the space available to accommodate the proposed change
as cornpared
'"ith
the space required;
c. the amount of money invol ved
(initial
investrnent in a
proposal as well as costs to maintain the change) when
comparing the proposed change and its costs wi th the
costs for the conti nued operation of the present state of
affairs; and/or
d. the needed degree of interest or readiness required to
111ake a proposed program 'operational as compared \vith
the knO\\ln state of interest and readiness present i1) the
total body of involved consumers .
Each consumer finds himsel f/ herself in a given setting.
That setting will di ctate certain kinds of reality that cannot
be overlooked . There is only so much money and there are
only so rnany people \\•ith so rnuch training and experience in
<1 given educational setting. There is a physica
l plant with
only so 1nuch space <Jrrangcd in certain, and often inflexible,
ways that cannot be changed
rdl rega ess of how exciting a
proposal may seem. There are estab
dli li
andshe laws
po cies,
rules and regu lations, and not even the 1nost ardent supporter
of a proposal
n
ca ignore such reality in spite of subjective
and substantive support for a proposed innovation.

s
In An Original Proposal
Negotiating Change
Seldom are prOJ)OSals adopted as originally presented.
Historically, son1e notable exceptions have occurre
d,
as in
the case of the J)rOJ)OSals presented by Conant in and for
secondary education in the previous decade. But usually the
final form o f an adopted proposal will vary from the origina
l
proposal and
reflect
w ill
the use of a process of negotiations
between J)roducers and consumers. The consumer should
understand that he/she has the right to seek an innovation
that serves his/her purposes. The process of securing what is
needed guarantees the consumer the right to seek, and
obtain,
1. Additional details.
2. Redesigned relationships
involving
either internal or
external criteria as applied
.
3. Redesigned components in terms of either internal or
external criteria.
4. Changes in symbolization if matters of communication are
i1,volved.
5. Statistica
l
and graphical representations of any portion of
a proposal where such data will improve understanding.
6. A precise accounting of the initiation and development of
the proposal, including names, dates, places, amounts of
n1oney, etc.
7. Additional justification for the adoption of the proposal.
8. Descriptions of alternatives avai lable in moving froin the
point of inception through to final implementation of the

5
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proposal. includi ng a "scenario" by the producer if the
consumer feels such an accompanying document will
help.
producer.
The
of course, is not obligated to make a
l)<oposal ava•lable indefinitely and can withdraw a proposed
innovation whenever desired. But if the goal is to produce
change f0t the betterment of p<ograms in education, then the
chances oi adopting usefu l ideas seem infinitely better if
consumers know both that compromise is possible and how
to negotiate changes.

CONCLUSION

for

The ideas being proposed3 and the scenarios bei ngenwritt
tomorrow's schools (e.g., Frymier, "Schools for
Tomorrow;"4
ck,
Ha
et al, Educational Futurism: 79855) all
seem exciting and \'\1orthy of consideration . And~ left to their
own devices, producers might carry the day,as it were, if they
wi're able to dictate the inno,•ations needed . However, the
realolies of educational change and programmatic onnovalions clearly point lo the presence of an educational
market place currently controlled by the consumers.
Therefore, on the last analysis, it is the skills in analysis and
selection of ideas possessed by the consumers that woll
delermine tornorrow's programs.

Given current realities of the market place for educational
ideas, one can either work to improve the level of skil ls in
"consu1
ip nersh 11 on the part of educators or seek to change
the nature or the educational marketplace and its handling of
innovations. Of the hvo, the fonner seerns more consistent
wilh other efforts to upgrade the overall Quality of practice in
education.

0( course. there is still another alternative: allow matters

to continue as they are. At least such an alternative has one
redeeming feature in terms of solvins the problems related to
tomorrO\~"s schools: There \von'tany
~ such schools
as \\fC
might wish lo know them. In their place we will get whatever
the outcome of the confrontatoom between the educational
reactionaries and the reformers dictate, that is, son"lething

that results from a kind of holy war between those wanting to
get back to the "good old days" of highly structured
education and those \.vho \\•ish to elirninate schools as "ve
have known them and tum al I the youth out to some kind of
free school that apparently thrives on no structure at all. rk
The
on ly bulwa against both ii an Informed body of practitioners v..ho kno\v ho\v to make changes in a planned and
deliberate kind of way. Implicit in this approach will be the
possession of the necessary skills and understandings to
operate as a skilled consumer of proposed ideas for posi tive

..
I

change in education.
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